Instead of being violent do the write thing

Violence is a use of force in a way that harms a person and their property. Violence is a kind of thing that controls you if you get hooked on it. In this world violence is bad and it destroys and dominates neighborhoods. Most people are violent because it’s a choice they made. I never really saw violence face to face, but I know how it is when I see and hear things happen. When I see violence I always try to walk away and move from its path.

In this world violence controls many people but it can’t control me. When kids, teenagers and, adults get involved with violence they commit crimes. After they do commit crimes they are known as criminals. Violence leads to lots of fighting and killing, but then it leads to trouble. There are many causes for violence and violent people. The causes can be jealousy, bullying, or secrecy. A violent event can evolve from an argument, to fighting, to killing. The bad choices people make to become violent can put them in jail for the rest of their life.

Violence and violent people are bad for a good community because, people who smoke would start hanging out in that area, then they tell their friend to come chill there too. Then when that happens it completely changes the whole neighborhood. If the neighborhood was a nice place where kids play with their friends and read, and have a good time they would be influenced by all of the violence. Where I live, some of my friends are violent but they don’t try to convince me because they know I don’t want to be like them.
As a teenager I think that violence is the wrong path for younger kids and kids my age. When ten and eleven year olds get involved with violence throughout the years they become more and more violent. People mostly use violence to harm each other in fights or other things. Being violent is never what someone should be just to be tough or to be the man. The violence needs to stop and only let it be used in the army where it is mostly used. Many lives are lost each year because of violent behavior. A reason why people turn violent is because they think negative.

In conclusion violence is bad for communities and neighborhoods. Violence is bad for communities because it destroys a good place and turn it into a bad place to be. When it comes to violence kids get influenced very fast. Violence affect peoples lives because it makes them worry a lot, and it changes their attitudes. Violence affected my life because it changes my mind when I hear about things that happened to people. Violence is not a good thing. Sometimes being violent costs people their lives.